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LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

AS THE FIRST AMERICAN PRESIDENT TO VISIT JAPAN WHILE IN OFFICE, I GREET YOU ON THIS UNPRECEDENTED OCCASION. I THANK THE JAPAN PRESS CLUB FOR INVITING ME AND THE NATIONAL TELEVISION NETWORK OF JAPAN FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO SPEAK DIRECTLY TO THE PEOPLE OF JAPAN.

I DEEPLY APPRECIATE THE EXCELLENT COVERAGE OF MY VISIT BY THE EXCEPTIONAL NEWS MEDIA OF JAPAN. I HAVE ALWAYS SOUGHT A GOOD WORKING RELATIONSHIP WITH AMERICAN JOURNALISTS AND HAVE THE SAME FEELING TOWARD THEIR JAPANESE COLLEAGUES. IT HAS BEEN MY OBJECTIVE TO TREAT ALL JOURNALISTS -- AND ALL OTHER PEOPLE -- IN THE SAME MANNER THAT I WOULD LIKE TO BE TREATED.
I bring the warmest greetings of the American people.

Our bi-partisan leadership in the American Congress sends its best wishes. The distinguished leaders of both of America's political parties have asked me to tell you of the high value that all Americans attach to our partnership with Japan.
IT IS THE AMERICAN CUSTOM FOR THE PRESIDENT TO MAKE A REPORT EVERY YEAR TO THE CONGRESS ON THE STATE OF THE UNION. IN THE SAME SPIRIT, I THOUGHT THE PEOPLE OF JAPAN MIGHT WELCOME A REPORT ON THE STATE OF ANOTHER UNION -- THE UNITY OF AMERICAN AND JAPANESE MUTUAL ASPIRATIONS FOR FRIENDSHIP -- AS AMERICANS SEE THAT RELATIONSHIP.
IN MY HOME TOWN OF GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN, A JAPANESE COMPANY IS NOW ASSEMBLING MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. NOT ONLY ARE THE INSTRUMENTS HARMONIOUS IN THE MELODIES THEY PRODUCE BUT THE LABOR-MANAGEMENT RELATIONS FOLLOWED BY THE JAPANESE CREATED A MODEL OF HARMONY BETWEEN WORKERS AND BUSINESS.
IN A NEARBY COMMUNITY, EDMORE, ANOTHER JAPANESE
FIRM IS MANUFACTURING SMALL ELECTRICAL MOTORS. THIS IS
YET ANOTHER JAPANESE ENTERPRISE THAT HAS INJECTED NEW
ENERGY AND GOODWILL INTO OUR INDUSTRIAL LIFE. THERE ARE
SIMILAR EXAMPLES THROUGHOUT AMERICA. WE WELCOME THEM.

THE TIME IS LONG PAST WHEN AMERICANS SPEAK ONLY
OF WHAT WE HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO YOUR SOCIETY. TODAY,

TRAFFIC FLOWS IN TWO DIRECTIONS. WE ARE BOTH LEARNING
FROM EACH OTHER.
TO SIGNIFY THE VALUE THE UNITED STATES ATTACHES TO PARTNERSHIP WITH JAPAN, I CHOSE TO MAKE THIS MY FIRST OVERSEAS TRIP. I ALSO MET WITH YOUR AMBASSADOR TO THE UNITED STATES ON THE FIRST DAY THAT I ASSUMED OFFICE.

I HAVE LONG ADMIRE THE RICHNESS AND DIVERSITY OF JAPAN'S CULTURE, THE PRODUCTS OF YOUR INDUSTRY, THE INGENUITY, CREATIVITY, AND ENERGY OF YOUR PEOPLE, YOUR COURAGE AS A FOUNTAIN OF RESOURCEFULNESS IN A TROUBLED WORLD.
MY ONLY REGRET IS THAT MRS. FORD COULD NOT JOIN ME ON THIS VISIT IN RESPONSE TO YOUR KIND INVITATION.

WE BOTH HOPE THAT SHE CAN COME LATER.

AMERICANS ARE PROUD OF THE WAY THAT WE AND THE JAPANESE HAVE WORKED TOGETHER DURING THE POST-WAR PERIOD, WE HAVE HAD SOME DISAGREEMENTS, BUT WE HAVE REMAINED FRIENDS AND PARTNERS.
TOGETHER, WE CREATED CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH BOTH
NATIONS COULD PROSPER. TOGETHER, WE EXPANDED OUR RELATIONS
IN TRADE AND IN TRAVEL. THE REALITY OF AMERICA'S ECONOMIC,
POLITICAL, AND STRATEGIC INTERDEPENDENCE WITH JAPAN IS OBVIOUS.
AMERICA IS JAPAN'S GREATEST CUSTOMER AND SUPPLIER.
JAPAN IS AMERICA'S GREATEST OVERSEAS TRADING PARTNER.
JAPAN IS THE BEST FOREIGN CUSTOMER FOR AMERICAN AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTS.

AMERICAN INVESTMENTS IN JAPAN ARE THE LARGEST OF ANY FOREIGN STATE. JAPAN'S INVESTMENT IN AMERICA IS GROWING RAPIDLY AND ACCOUNTS FOR ONE FIFTH OF ALL JAPANESE INVESTMENT ABROAD.
THE FLOW OF JAPANESE VISITORS TO THE UNITED STATES

HAS GROWN FROM 50,000 IN 1966 TO OVER 700,000 IN 1974.

THIS IS ALSO A TWO-WAY STREET: OVER 350,000 AMERICANS VISITED JAPAN LAST YEAR, ACCOUNTING FOR NEARLY ONE HALF OF ALL FOREIGN VISITORS.
TOGETHER, WE REMOVED THE LEGACIES OF WORLD WAR TWO.

THE REVERSION OF OKINAWA ELIMINATED THE LAST VESTIGE OF THAT WAR FROM OUR AGENDA. WE HAVE MADE INDEPENDENT BUT MUTUALLY COMPATIBLE EFFORTS TO IMPROVE OUR RELATIONS WITH THE SOVIET UNION AND THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA.

WE HAVE DEVISED BETTER CHANNELS FOR OPEN CONSULTATION.

I PARTICULARLY WANT YOU TO KNOW THAT I UNDERSTAND THE DANGERS OF TAKING EACH OTHER FOR GRANTED.
As we talk to each other, we must ask each other what we regard as the central needs of our times.

First, of course, is peace. Americans and Japanese know the value of peace. We want to devote our resources and ourselves to building things, not to tearing them down. We do not want to send our sons into battle again.
THE ALLIANCE BETWEEN JAPAN AND THE UNITED STATES HAS HELPED TO SECURE PEACE AND CAN CONTINUE TO HELP SECURE IT.

THAT ALLIANCE IS NOT DIRECTED AGAINST ANY OTHER COUNTRY.

IT DOES NOT PREVENT US FROM IMPROVING OUR RELATIONS WITH OTHER COUNTRIES.
OUR ALLIANCE DOES NOT SIGNIFY THAT BOTH NATIONS SUBSCRIBE TO FULLY IDENTICAL ATTITUDES OR STYLES. IT DOES SIGNIFY, HOWEVER, THAT WE CLEARLY SHARE A COMMON RESOLVE TO MAINTAIN STABILITY IN EAST ASIA, TO HELP IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF OTHER COUNTRIES THAT NEED OUR HELP, AND TO WORK TOGETHER TO ENCOURAGE DIPLOMATIC AND POLITICAL RATHER THAN MILITARY SOLUTIONS TO WORLD PROBLEMS.
OUR ALLIANCE WAS FORGED BY PEOPLES WHO SAW THEIR
NATIONAL INTEREST IN FRIENDSHIP AND COOPERATION. I AM
CONFIDENT THAT OUR RELATIONS WILL REMAIN SOLID AND
SUBSTANTIAl. I PLEDGE THAT WE SHALL WORK TO MAKE IT SO.
PEACE, HOWEVER, CANNOT BE OUR SOLE CONCERN.

WE HAVE LEARNED THAT THERE ARE MANY INTERNATIONAL THREATS AND DANGERS THAT CAN AFFECT THE LIVES OF OUR CITIZENS.

WE FACE DWINDLING SUPPLIES OF RAW MATERIALS AND FOOD.

WE FACE INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC PROBLEMS OF GREAT COMPLEXITY.

WE MUST BE MORE STRINGENT IN CONSERVATION THAN EVER BEFORE.
WE WORKED TOGETHER TO SOLVE THE PROBLEMS OF THE
COLD WAR. WE SUCCEEDED BECAUSE WE WORKED TOGETHER.

NOW WE CONFRONT THESE NEW AND EVEN MORE COMPLICATED
PROBLEMS.
THE JAPANESE REFORMER, SAKUMA SHOZAN, WROTE SOME LINES IN 1854 THAT PROVIDE INSIGHT FOR 1974. SAKUMA SAID THAT:

"WHEN I WAS TWENTY I KNEW THAT MEN WERE LINKED TOGETHER IN ONE PROVINCE;"

"WHEN I WAS THIRTY I KNEW THAT THEY WERE LINKED TOGETHER IN ONE NATION;"

"WHEN I WAS FORTY I KNEW THAT THEY WERE LINKED TOGETHER IN ONE WORLD OF FIVE CONTINENTS."
NOW, 120 YEARS LATER, THE LINKS BETWEEN NATIONS ARE CLOSER THAN EVER. MODERN TECHNOLOGY HAS MADE THE WORLD ONE. WHAT EACH MAN OR NATION DOES OR FAILS TO DO AFFECTS EVERY OTHER.
SOME AMERICANS WONDERED WHY I DECIDED TO ACCEPT YOUR INVITATION TO COME TO JAPAN AT A TIME WHEN WE HAVE UNSOLVED PROBLEMS AT HOME.
I replied to those Americans that many of the problems we have at home are not just American problems but the problems of the world as a whole. Like others, we suffer from inflation. Like others, we face recession. Like others, we have to deal with rising prices and potential shortages of fuels and raw materials. America cannot solve those problems alone. Nations can only solve them by working together. Just as we work together to maintain today's peace, we can work together to solve tomorrow's problems.
OUR TWO NATIONS PROVIDE THE WORLD WITH A MODEL
OF WHAT CAN BE ACHIEVED BY INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION.

WE CAN ALSO PROVIDE A MODEL FOR DEALING WITH THE NEW
DIFFICULTIES. WE BOTH HAVE GREAT TECHNOLOGICAL SKILLS
AND HUMAN RESOURCES, GREAT ENERGY AND IMAGINATION.

WE BOTH ACKNOWLEDGE OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO DEVELOPING STATES.
WE ENVISION THE ORDERLY AND PEACEFUL SHARING OF ESSENTIAL
NATURAL RESOURCES.
WE CAN WORK TOGETHER TO MEET THE GLOBAL ECONOMIC ISSUES. I BELIEVE THAT WE ARE NOT JUST TEMPORARY ALLIES. WE ARE PERMANENT FRIENDS. WE SHARE THE SAME GOALS -- PEACE, DEVELOPMENT, STABILITY AND PROSPERITY. THESE ARE NOT ONLY PRAISEWORTHY AND ESSENTIAL GOALS, BUT COMMON GOALS.
THE PROBLEMS OF PEACE AND ECONOMIC WELL-BEING ARE

INEXTRICABLY LINKED. WE BELIEVE PEACE CANNOT EXIST WITHOUT

PROSPERITY. PROSPERITY CANNOT EXIST WITHOUT PEACE, AND

NEITHER CAN EXIST IF THE GREAT STATES OF THE WORLD DO NOT

WORK TOGETHER TO ACHIEVE THEM. WE OWE THIS TO OURSELVES,

TO EACH OTHER, AND TO ALL THE JAPANESE AND AMERICAN PEOPLES.
AMERICA AND JAPAN SHARE THE SAME NATIONAL PASTIME — BASEBALL. IN THE GAME OF BASEBALL, TWO TEAMS COMPETE, BUT NEITHER CAN PLAY WITHOUT THE OTHER, NOR WITHOUT COMMON RESPECT FOR EACH OTHER AND FOR THE RULES OF THE GAME.
I HAVE TAKEN THE LIBERTY OF GIVING YOU MY VIEWS ON THE WORLD WE LIVE IN. NOW LET ME TELL YOU, THE JAPANESE PEOPLE, A LITTLE BIT ABOUT THE AMERICAN PEOPLE.
THE AMERICAN PEOPLE HAVE FACED SOME DIFFICULT TIMES IN THEIR HISTORY. THEY KNOW THAT THEY WILL FACE OTHERS. THEIR BURDENS ARE ENORMOUS, AT HOME AND ABROAD.

SOME OBSERVERS -- INCLUDING AMERICAN OBSERVERS -- SAY THAT THE AMERICANS HAVE LOST THEIR CONFIDENCE, THEIR SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY, AND THEIR CREATIVITY.

IT IS NOT TRUE.
I HAVE TRAVELED OVER MUCH OF MY COUNTRY DURING THE PAST YEAR. EACH TIME I RETURN TO WASHINGTON REFRESHED.

OUR PEOPLE ARE DETERMINED AND REALISTIC. OUR PEOPLE ARE VIGOROUS. THEY ARE SOLVING THEIR PROBLEMS IN COUNTLESS TOWNS AND CITIES ACROSS THE COUNTRY. THEY CONTINUE TO UNDERSTAND THAT HISTORY HAS PLACED GREAT RESPONSIBILITIES ON AMERICAN SHOULDERS. AMERICANS ARE READY AND WILLING TO PLAY THEIR PART WITH THE SAME STRENGTH AND SAME WILL THAT THEY HAVE ALWAYS SHOWN IN THE PAST.
AMERICANS ALSO KNOW THAT NO NATION, HOWEVER STRONG, CAN HOPE TO DICTATE THE COURSE OF HISTORY BY ITSELF. BUT THE ABILITY TO UNDERSTAND THE BASIC ISSUES, TO DEFINE OUR NATIONAL INTEREST, AND TO MAKE COMMON CAUSE WITH OTHERS TO ACHIEVE COMMON PURPOSES MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO INFLUENCE EVENTS. AND AMERICANS ARE DETERMINED TO DO THAT FOR CONSTRUCTIVE PURPOSES AND IN THE TRUE SPIRIT OF INTERDEPENDENCE.
IN THAT SPIRIT, LET ME MAKE A PLEDGE TO YOU TODAY.

AS WE FACE THE PROBLEMS OF THE FUTURE, THE UNITED STATES WILL REMAIN FAITHFUL IN OUR COMMITMENTS AND FIRM IN THE PURSUIT OF OUR COMMON GOALS.
WE INTEND NOT ONLY TO REMAIN A TRUSTWORTHY ALLY,
BUT A RELIABLE TRADING PARTNER. WE WILL CONTINUE TO BE
SUPPLIERS OF THE GOODS YOU NEED. IF SHORTAGES OCCUR,
WE WILL TAKE SPECIAL ACCOUNT OF THE NEEDS OF OUR TRADITIONAL
TRADING PARTNERS. WE WILL NOT COMPETE WITH OUR FRIENDS
FOR THEIR MARKETS OR FOR THEIR RESOURCES. WE WANT TO WORK
WITH THEM.
THE BASIC CONCEPTS OF OUR FOREIGN POLICY REMAIN UNCHANGED. THOSE CONCEPTS HAVE SOLID BI-PARTISAN AND POPULAR SUPPORT. THE AMERICAN PEOPLE REMAIN STRONG, CONFIDENT AND FAITHFUL. WE MAY SOMETIMES FALTER, BUT WE WILL NOT FAIL.

I WOULD LIKE TO END ON A PERSONAL NOTE.
IT IS A PRIVILEGE TO BE THE FIRST AMERICAN PRESIDENT TO VISIT JAPAN WHILE IN OFFICE. IT IS ALSO A GREAT PLEASURE.

I LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING KYOTO, THE ANCIENT CAPITAL OF JAPAN.

JAPAN HAS PRESERVED HER CULTURAL INTEGRITY IN THE FACE OF RAPID MODERNIZATION. I HAVE NEVER BELIEVED THAT ALL CHANGE IS NECESSARILY GOOD. WE MUST TRY TO APPLY THE ENDURING VALUES OF THE PAST TO THE CHALLENGES AND THE PRESSURES OF OUR TIMES. AMERICANS CAN LEARN FROM JAPAN TO RESPECT TRADITIONS EVEN AS WE -- LIKE YOU -- PLUNGE AHEAD INTO THE LAST QUARTER OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY.
I also look forward to another deep privilege.

Yesterday, during my call upon His Imperial Majesty,

the Emperor of Japan, I renewed our invitation for the Emperor
to visit the United States. It would be a great pleasure
to be the first American President to welcome the

Emperor of Japan to Washington and to show His Imperial Majesty

our national shrines and treasures, including the graceful

Japanese cherry trees whose blossoms provide a setting for

the monuments to the great heroes of our own past.
I hope that my visit shall be the first of many by American presidents.

I hope that the leaders of our two countries will follow the example that our peoples have already set, to visit each other frequently and freely as our nations move together to deal with the many common concerns that will affect the lives of all our citizens and all humanity.
I SAID IN MY FIRST PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS TO CONGRESS THAT MY ADMINISTRATION WAS BASED UPON COMMUNICATION, CONCILIATION, COMPROMISE AND COOPERATION. THIS CONCEPT ALSO GUIDES MY VIEW OF AMERICAN POLICY TOWARD JAPAN.

WE BOTH HAVE MUCH WORK TO DO. LET US DO IT TOGETHER.

LET US ALSO CONTINUE THE QUEST FOR PEACE. I WOULD RATHER WALK A THOUSAND MILES FOR PEACE THAN TAKE A SINGLE STEP TOWARD WAR.

I THANK YOU.